Click inside this box and insert a single image for Supplementary Figure 5 . For best results, use Insert menu to select a saved file; do not paste images. Source images must be JPEGs (no larger than 10 MB) saved in RBG color profile, at a resolution of 150-300 dpi. Optimize panel arrangement to a 2:3 height-to-width ratio; maximum online display is 600h x 900w pixels. Reduce empty space between panels and around image. Keep each image to a single page.
Click inside this box and insert a single image for Supplementary Figure 6 . For best results, use Insert menu to select a saved file; do not paste images. Source images must be JPEGs (no larger than 10 MB) saved in RBG color profile, at a resolution of 150-300 dpi. Optimize panel arrangement to a 2:3 height-to-width ratio; maximum online display is 600h x 900w pixels. Reduce empty space between panels and around image. Keep each image to a single page.
Delete these instructions before inserting the image.
Supplementary Figure 6
Insert figure title here by deleting or overwriting this text; keep title to a single sentence.
Insert figure caption here by deleting or overwriting this text; captions may run to a second page if necessary.
Click inside this box and insert a single image for Supplementary Figure 7 . For best results, use Insert menu to select a saved file; do not paste images. Source images must be JPEGs (no larger than 10 MB) saved in RBG color profile, at a resolution of 150-300 dpi.
Optimize panel arrangement to a 2:3 height-to-width ratio; maximum online display is 600h x 900w pixels. Reduce empty space between panels and around image. Keep each image to a single page. Delete these instructions before inserting the image.
Supplementary Figure 7
Click inside this box and insert a single image for Supplementary Figure 8 . For best results, use Insert menu to select a saved file; do not paste images. Source images must be JPEGs (no larger than 10 MB) saved in RBG color profile, at a resolution of 150-300 dpi.
Supplementary Figure 8
Click inside this box and insert a single image for Supplementary Figure 9 . For best results, use Insert menu to select a saved file; do not paste images. Source images must be JPEGs (no larger than 10 MB) saved in RBG color profile, at a resolution of 150-300 dpi.
Supplementary Figure 9
Click inside this box and insert a single image for Supplementary Figure 10 . For best results, use Insert menu to select a saved file; do not paste images. Source images must be JPEGs (no larger than 10 MB) saved in RBG color profile, at a resolution of 150-300 dpi.
Supplementary Figure 10
Click inside this box and insert a single image for Supplementary Figure 11 . For best results, use Insert menu to select a saved file; do not paste images. Source images must be JPEGs (no larger than 10 MB) saved in RBG color profile, at a resolution of 150-300 dpi.
Supplementary Figure 11
Click inside this box and insert a single image for Supplementary Figure 12 . For best results, use Insert menu to select a saved file; do not paste images. Source images must be JPEGs (no larger than 10 MB) saved in RBG color profile, at a resolution of 150-300 dpi.
